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ABSTRACT

In the vast amount of time-domain filtering methods for speech enhancement, the filters are designed to be causal. Recently, however, it was shown that the noise reduction and signal distortion capabilities of such single-channel filters can be improved by allowing the filters to be non-causal. While non-causal filters require knowledge of the future, they can be implemented in practice by introducing a short delay. In this paper, we generalize the idea of exploiting non-causality in optimal filter designs to the multichannel scenario. More specifically, a set of optimal, non-causal, multichannel filters for enhancement based on an orthogonal decomposition is proposed. The evaluation shows that there is a potential gain in noise reduction and signal distortion by introducing non-causality. Moreover, experiments on real-life speech show that we can improve the perceptual quality.

Index Terms— Signal enhancement, time-domain filtering, multichannel, non-causal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech enhancement techniques are utilized in numerous applications such as telecommunication, teleconferencing, hearing-aids, surveillance systems, and human-machine interfaces. Before utilization of the speech, it has to be captured using one or more microphones. Unfortunately, background noise such as interfering speakers, car noise, fan noise, etc., are present in most real-life recording settings, and the noise will most likely have a detrimental impact on the aforementioned applications. For example, the noise will reduce the speech quality which can cause undesirable listener fatigue for hearing-aid users. Therefore, reduction of noise, aka. enhancement, is essential in various signal processing applications. In the past decades, a multitude of methods for combating noise have been proposed. A thorough overview of speech enhancement methods can be found in, e.g., [1, 2] and the references therein. These methods can generally be divided into four categories: spectral subtractive methods [3], filtering methods [4–6], statistical model-based methods [7–10], and subspace methods [11–14]. In this paper, we focus on filtering-based enhancement.

In many filtering methods for enhancement, a linear filter is applied to the observed signal. The filter should be designed to fulfill at least two criterias: the noise should be attenuated significantly, and the distortion of the desired signal after filtering should be negligible. Many equivalent filters can be obtained by deriving them in either the time domain or in different transform domains such as the Fourier [3,12,15] and Karhunen-Loève [16,17] domains. Herein, we restrict ourselves to the study of time-domain filters for multichannel signals. Many of such time-domain, enhancement filters are derived to be causal, with some recent examples being the single-channel, orthogonal decomposition (OD) based filters in [18, 19], the generalized singular value decomposition based filters in [20], and the multichannel spatio-temporal prediction method in [21]. If some of the involved signals are nonstationary, however, it is beneficial to introduce non-causality in the filter design. As reported in [22], this can be exploited to increase the amount of noise reduction of, e.g., the single-channel OD filters without introducing additional distortion of the desired signal. Inspired by the ideas presented in [22], we therefore derive a set of novel, optimal, non-causal filters for multichannel enhancement of speech in this paper. The proposed filters are based on the orthogonal decomposition, and can be seen as extensions of the multichannel filters in [18, 23]. The filters can be implemented in practice by introducing a short delay; in many cases, a significant noise reduction improvement can be obtained with only a few samples of delay. Moreover, we present closed-form performance measures for the proposed filters when the desired signal is periodic, i.e., these expressions hold for voiced speech [2, 24], and they facilitate the evaluation of the filters’ performance without having to estimate any signal or noise statistics. That is, the evaluations conducted in this way are not disturbed by estimation errors in the statistics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, the signal model and the problem of designing non-causal, time-domain filters for multichannel enhancement are defined in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose three optimal, non-causal filter designs. To facilitate evaluation of the filters, we present performance measures, we show that these have closed-forms for periodic desired signals, and we evaluate the theoretical gain of exploiting non-causality in Section 4. Then, the filters are evaluated on real-life speech in Section 5, and, in Section 6, a discussion relating the results presented herein to the state of the art is found.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In the scenario considered in this paper, an array of \( N \) microphones capture a speech source signal \( s(n_t) \) in some noise field. With this conventional setup, we have the following model for the signal captured by the \( n' \)th microphone at the discrete time instance \( n_t \) [25]:

\[
y_{n_t}(n_t) = g_{n_t}(n_t) * s(n_t) + v_{n_t}(n_t) = x_{n_t}(n_t) + v_{n_t}(n_t),
\]

(1)

where \( g_{n_t}(n_t) \) is the impulse response from the source location to the \( n' \)th microphone, \( * \) is the linear convolution operator, and \( v_{n_t}(n_t) \) is the additive noise. It is assumed that the convolved source signal...
$x_n(n_t)$ and the additive noise $v_n(n_t)$ are uncorrelated and zero-mean. Furthermore, $x_n(n_t)$ is coherent between the different microphones, whereas $v_n(n_t)$ is only partially coherent.

To facilitate the derivation of optimal, non-causal, noise reduction filters, we define a vector model counterpart of (1) as

$$y_{n_t}(n_{t,k}) = x_{n_t}(n_{t,k}) + v_{n_t}(n_{t,k}),$$

with

$$y_{n_t}(n_{t,k}) = \left[y_{n_t}(n_{t,k}) \cdots y_{n_t}(n_{t,k} - M_t + 1)\right]^T$$

being a length $M$ vector, $n_{t,k} = n_t + k$, $k$ is the number of future samples utilized, and the vectors $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$ and $v_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$ are defined similarly to $y_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$. To even further ease the filters’ derivation, we stack the vectors related to the individual microphones, i.e.,

$$\bar{y}(n_{t,k}) = [y_1^T(n_{t,k}) \cdots y_N^T(n_{t,k})]^T$$

and with similar definitions of $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ and $\bar{v}(n_{t,k})$. In consequence of $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$ and $v_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$ being uncorrelated by assumption, the correlation matrix of the stacked microphone observations is given by

$$R_y = E[\bar{y}(n_{t,k})\bar{y}^T(n_{t,k})] = R_x + R_v,$$

where $E[\cdot]$ is the mathematical expectation operator, and $R_x$ and $R_v$ are the correlation matrices of $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ and $\bar{v}(n_{t,k})$, respectively.

Based on the presented model, the objective considered in this paper is to obtain a “good” estimate of $x_{n_t}(n_t)$ from the observed signal vector $\bar{y}(n_{t,k})$. Conventionally, “good” means the noise should be reduced significantly, while the distortion of the desired signal should be negligible. Note that the desired signal in this work is the convolved source signal. While not considered here, the source signal can be obtained from the convolved source signal if needed by applying dereverberation (see, e.g., [26] and the references therein).

Recently, an orthogonal decomposition approach was considered in the derivation of optimal, causal, noise reduction filters for multichannel signals [18, 23]. Here, we extend this approach to enable derivation of similar non-causal filters. The non-causal orthogonal decomposition of $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ is

$$\bar{x}(n_{t,k}) = x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}} + \bar{x}(n_{t,k}),$$

where

$$\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}} = \left[\rho_{\bar{x}_1x_{n_t}} \cdots \rho_{\bar{x}_N x_{n_t}}\right]^T$$

is the normalized cross-correlation vector between $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ and $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$, and $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ is the so-called interference vector being orthogonal to $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}$. The subvectors $\rho_{\bar{x}_k x_{n_t}}$ of $\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}$ are the cross-correlation vectors between $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$ and $x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})$, i.e.,

$$\rho_{\bar{x}_k x_{n_t}} = \frac{E[x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})]}{E[x_{n_t}^2(n_{t,k})]}.$$ Combining (4) and (6) yields the orthogonal decomposition based signal model:

$$\bar{y}(n_{t,k}) = x_{n_t}(n_{t,k})\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}} + \bar{x}(n_{t,k}) + \bar{v}(n_{t,k}).$$

Perhaps against intuition, the observed signal contains two noise components when utilizing the orthogonal decomposition approach: the interference signal vector $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$ and the additive noise vector $\bar{v}(n_{t,k})$.

3. NON-CAUSAL FILTERS

Equipped with the signal model, the task is then to reduce the noise by applying a non-causal, finite impulse response (FIR) filter to the observed signal. This yields the following estimate of the desired signal:

$$\hat{x}_{n_t,k}(n_t) = \sum_{n_{t,k}} h_{n_t,k}^T y_{n_t,k} = \hat{h}_n^T \bar{y}(n_{t,k}).$$

where $h_{n_t}$ are filters of length $M_t$ and

$$\hat{h} = [h_1^T \cdots h_N^T]^T.$$ Several optimal filter designs for multichannel noise reduction can be derived from the orthogonal decomposition based model in (9).

In this section, we present the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) filter to motivate the introduction of non-causality in the filter design. Moreover, we propose non-causal, multichannel Wiener and minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) filters.

3.1. Maximum SNR

The maximum SNR filter $\hat{h}_{\text{max},k}$ is a filter maximizing the output SNR (oSNR). In the non-causal orthogonal decomposition approach to noise reduction, the oSNR is given by [18, 23]

$$\text{oSNR}[(\hat{h}_k)] = \sigma_{x_{n_t}}^2 \hat{h}_k^T \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}} \bar{h}_k \sigma_{x_{n_t}}^{-1} \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}},$$

where $\bar{h}_k = h_{n_t} + h_{n_t} + h_{n_t}$ is the correlation matrix of the interference vector $\bar{x}(n_{t,k})$. The oSNR can be recognized as a generalized Rayleigh quotient that is maximized when $\hat{h}_k$ equals the maximum eigenvector of the matrix $\rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}^{-1} \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}$. Clearly, this matrix is rank one, so the maximum oSNR is given by the maximum eigenvalue:

$$\lambda_{\text{max},k} = \text{oSNR}[(\hat{h}_k)] = \sigma_{x_{n_t}}^2 \hat{h}_k^T \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}} \bar{h}_k \sigma_{x_{n_t}}^{-1} \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}.$$ It is important to note that, in general, $\lambda_{\text{max},p} \neq \lambda_{\text{max},q}$ for $p \neq q$.

In other words, the oSNR will be different for different $k$s, so we may be able to improve the oSNR by introducing non-causality in the filter design. Obviously, the maximum SNR filter is given by

$$\hat{h}_{\text{max},k} = \eta \hat{h}_k^T \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}},$$

where $\eta$ is an arbitrary scaling constant. While $\eta$ has no influence on the oSNR, it may affect the distortion of the desired signal.

3.2. Wiener

To obtain a Wiener filter design, we introduce an error function:

$$e_k(n_t) = \hat{x}_{n_t,k}(n_t) - x_{n_t}(n_t).$$

Minimizing the variance of the error $E[e_k^2(n_t)]$ with respect to the filter response yields the Wiener design:

$$\hat{h}_{W,k} = \sigma_{x_{n_t}}^2 \bar{R}_x^{-1} \rho_{\bar{x}x_{n_t}}.$$ It can be shown that choosing

$$\eta = \frac{\sigma_{x_{n_t}}^2}{1 + \lambda_{\text{max},k}}$$

in (14) gives $\hat{h}_{W,k}$, so the Wiener filter also maximizes the oSNR.
3.3. MVDR

The maximum SNR filter and the Wiener filters will most likely distort the desired signal. To tackle this issue, the MVDR principle can be used for designing the filter in (10). First, we introduce the speech reduction factor that is defined as the ratio between the power of the desired signal before and after noise reduction, i.e.,

\[
\xi_s(\hat{h}_k) = \left( \frac{\hat{h}_k^T \rho_{xx,n_{k}}^{-1} \hat{h}_k}{\rho_{xx,n_{k}}} \right)^{-2}.
\]

(18)

According to this measure, a filter \( \hat{h}_k \) is distortionless for \( \xi_s(\hat{h}_k) = 1 \). That is, a distortionless, non-causal, noise reduction filter can be derived by solving

\[
\min_{\hat{h}_k} \hat{h}_k^T R_{m,k} \hat{h}_k \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \hat{h}_k^T \rho_{xx,n_{k}}^{-1} \hat{h}_k = 1.
\]

(19)

The well-known solution to this type of optimization problems is given by

\[
\hat{h}_{M,k} = R_{m,k}^{-1} \rho_{xx,n_{k}} \left( \rho_{xx,n_{k}}^{-1} R_{m,k} \rho_{xx,n_{k}}^{-1} \right)^{-1} = R_{m,k}^{-1} \rho_{xx,n_{k}} \left( \rho_{xx,n_{k}} R_{m,k} \rho_{xx,n_{k}} \right)^{-1}.
\]

(20)

It can be shown that the MVDR filter is a scaled version of the Wiener filter, so it maximizes the oSNR while being distortionless in terms of the speech reduction factor [18, 23].

4. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

The performance measures such as the oSNRs and the signal reduction factors of the proposed filters are functions of the statistics of the desired signal and the noise. These statistics need to be estimated in practice, so it is difficult to evaluate the performance gain of introducing non-causality without also measuring the impact of errors in the estimated signal and noise statistics. In this section, we therefore assume a specific and realistic model of the observed signal that enables the derivation of closed-form performance measure expressions. Using these expressions, the potential gain of introducing non-causality can be clearly identified.

A widely used and accepted model for voiced speech, is the harmonic model:

\[
s(n) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} a_l e^{j\theta_l m} + a_l e^{-j\theta_l m},
\]

(21)

where \( a_l = A_l e^{j\phi_l} \) is the complex amplitude of the \( l \)th harmonic, \( A_l \) and \( \phi_l \) are the real amplitude and phase of the \( l \)th harmonic, respectively, \( \theta_l \) is the fundamental frequency, and \( j \) is the complex conjugate. By using the covariance matrix model [27] and the fact that the acoustical room impulse response and the source signal are stationary per assumption in the considered time window, the covariance matrix of the convolved source signal can be written as

\[
R_x = \bar{Z}_g P \bar{Z}_g^H,
\]

(22)

with

\[
\bar{Z}_g = [G_1^T \cdots G_{M_1}^T]^T \bar{Z},
\]

(23)

\[
Z = [z(\omega_0) \cdots z(-\omega_0)]^T \bar{Z} \left[ z(L\omega_0) \cdots z(-L\omega_0) \right],
\]

(24)

\[
z(l\omega_0) = [1 e^{-j\omega_0} \cdots e^{-j(L-1)\omega_0(M_1-1)}]^T,
\]

(25)

\[
P = \text{diag} \left\{ |a_1|^2 |a_1|^2 \cdots |a_L|^2 |a_L|^2 \right\}.
\]

(26)

We then proceed to evaluate the potential gain of exploiting non-causality by using the closed-form expressions in (31) and (32). For this evaluation, we assumed that the desired signal is modeled by (21) with \( L = 8, A_1 = 1 \) and \( \omega_0 = 0.1578 \). The desired signal was assumed to be generated by a source placed at \( (2, 1.8, 1.5) \) m in a room with the dimensions \( (5, 4, 3) \) m. A top-down view of the room is shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the speed of sound in the room was 340 m/s, and the reverberation time was \( T_{60} \approx 0.4 \) s. The signal source was then assumed to be recorded by a uniform linear array (ULA), with four omnidirectional microphones and a microphone spacing of \( d = 0.02 \) m, and the noise on each microphone was assumed to be white Gaussian with an SNR of 10 dB. The ULA was placed at the same height as the source (1.5 m), and was otherwise located as depicted in Fig. 1. Using this setup, we measured the performance of the filters of order \( M_1 = 30 \) for 500 equidistant array angles in the interval \( \theta \in [0^\circ; 360^\circ] \). For each angle, the acoustical...
The proposed filtering methods were also evaluated on real-life speech. In these experiments, the room was again simulated using the image method, and the speech source was assumed to be placed at (2 m, 3.5 m, 2 m) in a room with dimensions (5 m, 4 m, 4 m). The source was recorded by an array of three microphones with coordinates $x = \{0.98, 1.00, 1.02\}$ m, $y = 2.5$ m, and $z = 2$ m at $f_s = 8$ kHz. As in Sec. 4, we then generated RIRs for the microphones using an online MATLAB toolbox for a reverberation time of $T_{\text{re}} = 0.4$ s, and the RIRs were used to generate the multichannel speech signal. Using this setup, we evaluated the causal and non-causal Wiener and MVDR filters. Two different implementations of the non-causal filters were considered: one with $k = M_t$ and one where $k$ is chosen at each time instance to maximize the estimated oSNR. The results obtained using these different implementations are denoted by $(\cdot)^{\text{NC}}$ and $(\cdot)^{\text{NC}}_{\text{max}}$, respectively. The statistics of the noise needed in the filter designs were estimated from the past 400 samples at each time instance, and a small amount of regularization was added to the so-obtained observed signal statistics as suggested in [30] with $\lambda = 0.05$. The evaluation was conducted for a male and a female speech excerpt each of length $\approx 2$ s from the Keele database [31]. Each excerpt was then enhanced in different noise scenarios (car, exhibition, street, babble, white), at different filter lengths (30, 40, 50), and at different iSNRs (0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB). The noise was generated to be diffuse, and the iSNR was the same at each microphone. For each filter length and iSNR, the differences between the PESQ scores\footnote{The PESQ scores are predicted mean opinion scores (MOS).} of the causal filters and the corresponding non-causal filters were averaged over the different speech and noise scenarios. The resulting means are depicted in Fig. 3 with 95 % confidence intervals. From these results, we observe that the perceptual quality in terms of PESQ scores can indeed be improved by exploiting non-causality, especially for low filter lengths and low iSNRs. In many cases, this can be concluded with 95 % confidence as 0 is not included in the confidence interval. While the actual perceptual improvement may be difficult to assess from the PESQ scores, our informal listening tests confirmed that the improvement is significant and audible in most cases. Moreover, the results suggest that there is only a slight difference between using a fixed $k = \lceil M_t/2 \rceil$ and using the optimal $k$ in many cases. This is an important observation, as the non-causal filters are easily implemented in practice when $k$ is fixed.

6. DISCUSSION

The work presented in this paper is focused on the derivation of non-causal, multichannel filters for speech enhancement in the time domain. More specifically, the proposed filters are based on an orthogonal decomposition of the desired signal. The orthogonal decomposition approach was first considered in [18, 19] for single-channel speech enhancement in the time domain, and it was also considered in the frequency domain [33]. Recently, it was showed that the performance (oSNR and distortion) of these time-domain filters can be improved by allowing the filters to be non-causal. This motivated the work presented in this paper, which can be seen as non-causal counterparts to the causal, multichannel filters proposed in [18, 23]. As in the single-channel case, the reported results reveal a significant performance improvement by introducing non-causality compared to the corresponding causal filters [18]. The non-causal filters presented herein were also briefly mentioned in [34], but no evaluation of the filters was presented.
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